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Nucleation control and interface structure of rocksalt PbSe on (001) zincblende III-V surfaces

Brian B. Haidet, Eamonn T. Hughes , and Kunal Mukherjee*

Materials Department, University of California Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, California 93106, USA

(Received 5 September 2019; accepted 7 February 2020; published 4 March 2020)

We study the early stages of growth of the IV-VI semiconductor PbSe on (001)-oriented III-V substrates
with different surface chemistry and lattice parameter, with the aim of achieving high quality cube-on-cube
rocksalt on zincblende epitaxy. We find that PbSe nucleation on bare GaSb, InAs, and GaAs substrates is
varied, yet consistently results in mixed orientation growth due to chemistry-dependent interfacial-energy
penalties, irrespective of lattice mismatch. To overcome this, we locate a growth window for cube-on-cube
single-orientation nucleation of PbSe on III-arsenide surfaces utilizing a high-temperature surface treatment
with PbSe flux that we find creates a better template for subsequent low-temperature growth and leads to
sharp interfaces. We probe this interface between PbSe and InAs, finding a Chain[Pb,As] atomic arrangement,
tantamount to a discontinuous anion sublattice between III-V and IV-VI materials. We also observe a vertical
displacement of the first few monolayers of the Se sublattice that we believe has origins in the heterovalency of
this interface. Our results point towards surface chemistry as the primary factor governing film orientation,
and lattice mismatch governing island coalescence behavior in these heterovalent interfaces with dissimilar
crystal structures.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevMaterials.4.033402

I. INTRODUCTION

Heteroepitaxy of materials involving the growth of dissimi-
lar crystals results in nontrivial interface atomic arrangements,
unexpected film-substrate orientation relationships, and over-
all complex growth mechanisms [1]. Yet, the ability to con-
trol such interfaces holds the key to different phenomena
and device designs, harnessing features of both materials
and potentially leading to emergent properties. Systematic
studies in the heteroepitaxy of heterovalent semiconductors
with isocrystal structures (e.g., GaAs/Ge, ZnSe/GaAs, etc.)
have yielded methods to tune otherwise immutable electronic
properties like the band alignment [2]. Likewise, control over
isovalent interfaces with different crystal structures such as
that in ErAs/GaAs have resulted in advances in the fields
of optoelectronics and thermoelectrics [3–5]. In this work,
we expand on these pioneering efforts by exploring tools to
mediate both heterovalency and heterocrystal structures in
semiconductors. For this, we explore the epitaxial growth of
the mixed covalent-ionic rocksalt IV-VI semiconductor fam-
ily, specifically PbSe, on covalent zincblende III-V substrates.
This system presents an opportunity to study such growth
phenomena towards marrying these two classes of materials.

Understanding these complex interfaces holds the key
to engineering IV-VI-based mid-infrared (mid-IR) optoelec-
tronic devices [6–12] as well as harnessing the properties of
recently discovered topologically nontrivial states [13–19].
Specifically, midinfrared light emitters and detectors based
on narrow-gap IV-VI materials could benefit significantly
from high-quality nearly lattice-matched III-V substrates, as
native IV-VI substrates are fragile, poor dissipaters of heat,
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and limited in quality and availability. To this end, we note
that PbSe/GaSb heterostructures have been proposed [20] for
mid-IR lasers, although only one study [21] on PbSe/GaSb
growth has been reported, the latter using liquid phase epitaxy
(LPE) to synthesize PbSe quantum dots on GaSb. Control-
ling the atypical heterovalent interface atomic arrangement
between these materials will also grant control over the in-
duced interfacial charge, with both electronic and structural
implications for thin films. In addition to classical optoelec-
tronics, a subclass of IV-VI materials including PbSnSe and
PbSnTe belong to the topological crystalline insulator phase
of matter, and these heterointerfaces can host electronic states.
The ability to grow ordered interfaces between topologically
trivial and nontrivial materials would expand the study of the
well-known nontrivial surface states to interface states [22]
that have the potential to be pristine and controllable.

The unique mix of ionic, covalent, and metallic bonding
[23] in IV-VI materials has historically made them difficult
to integrate with other semiconductors. The cubic PbSe and
PbSnSe phases form the rocksalt crystal structure with sixfold
coordination based on a set of resonant p-like orbitals oriented
at 90° to each other [24]. III-V materials, on the other hand,
have fourfold coordination based on sp3 hybridized orbitals
that form bond angles of 109.5°. Any interface between these
materials will necessarily have a layer of disordered bonding
and coordination. This disorder creates significant interfacial
energy penalties for epitaxy and diminishes the possibility for
layer-by-layer growth. As a majority of the work on IV-VI
semiconductors has utilized fluorite substrates or buffers of
CaF2 and BaF2, literature on the early stages of growth of
IV-VI materials on III-V substrates is limited [21,25–27]. On
(001) GaAs, PbTe has been observed to grow in mixtures
of (001) and (111) orientations [26,27]. On tellurium-treated
GaAs [25] there are reports of cube-on-cube (001)-oriented
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PbSe growth. However, on (211) GaAs [25], (211) ZnTe [28],
and (001) GaSb [21], PbSe does not grow cube-on cube but
instead misnucleates in either the (511) or (110) orientations.
On (111) Si substrates, the nucleation orientation of PbSe de-
pends on temperature [29]. While on CaF2, PbTe orientation
is based on step orientation and varies with surface/subsurface
defects [30]. The most common substrate for IV-VI growth
is (111)-oriented BaF2, where nuclei orientation seems to be
less of a problem, but very weak interaction between the film
and substrate leads to low sticking coefficients, large islands,
and slow coalescence [31–33]. Overall, epitaxy of the rocksalt
IV-VIs seems to be dominated by high interfacial energies and
weak bonding between the film and substrate.

In this study, we locate growth windows for single-
orientation nucleation of (001) PbSe by molecular beam epi-
taxy (MBE) and examine the interfacial atomic arrangement
to learn about the transition in bonding from III-V to IV-VI.
On bare (001) III-V substrates GaSb, InAs, and GaAs, with
0.5%, 1.1%, and 7.7% mismatch to PbSe at room tempera-
ture, respectively, we find no satisfactory growth windows—
mixtures of misoriented nuclei are observed with areal ratios
that depend on the substrate temperature. However, we do
find a high-temperature surface treatment with PbSe flux is
effective in controlling nucleation on InAs and GaAs (but
not GaSb) substrates and results in reliable cube-on-cube epi-
taxial arrangement of PbSe. Using high-resolution scanning
transmission electron microscopy (HR-STEM), we find that
this treatment leads to a sharp PbSe-InAs heterointerface.
As the anion sublattice breaks continuity between the two
crystal structures, it appears the lead atoms assume most of the
necessary bonding disorder. Overall, these results highlight
the importance of both the starting chemistry of the surfaces
as well as growth chemistry when working with dissimilar
materials, pointing the way to the creation of heterostructures
of IV-VI and III-V materials.

II. MIXED-ORIENTATION PbSe NUCLEATION
ON BARE III-V SURFACES

The dynamic nature of the film during nucleation and
coalescence makes the early stages of growth extremely im-
portant to eventual film quality, but this period is also the most
difficult to observe. Reflection high-energy electron diffrac-
tion (RHEED) was our primary characterization technique to
assess the orientation and growth mode of PbSe nuclei in situ,
during and after nucleation. We first examine PbSe nucleation
on bare III-V surfaces. We observe similar behavior on (001)
GaSb, InAs, and GaAs, but the detail shown here will focus
on bare GaSb surfaces as a prototypical III-V bulk material
with the lowest lattice-constant mismatch to PbSe.

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) shows [11̄0] RHEED patterns during
PbSe growth on 3 × 1 reconstructed (001) GaSb at high
and low growth temperatures. These substrate temperatures
correspond to distinct nucleation regimes that we corroborate
via scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Figure 1(a) shows
the case when substrate temperature is high, above ≈340 °C,
and the RHEED pattern observed is a superposition of three
indexable patterns [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)], which correspond
to a mix of (001)-, (221)-, and (221̄)-oriented PbSe nuclei.
The spots corresponding to (001)-oriented nuclei are also

FIG. 1. PbSe nucleation on GaSb: (a),(b), [11̄0] RHEED patterns
of PbSe nucleated above 330 °C and PbSe nucleated below 300 °C.
(b),(c) calculated RHEED patterns corresponding to different nuclei
orientations. (e),(f) SEM micrographs of 90-s [∼15 monolayers
(ML)] growths of PbSe on GaSb, showing (e) a mix of (001), (221),
and (221̄) nuclei, and (f) a mix of (001) and (110) nuclei. The flat
tops of the (001) nuclei and the 3D nature of the misoriented nuclei
is also reflected in the shape of the observed diffraction spots—the
(001) spots appear vertically stretched while the diffraction spots
of off-orientation nuclei are sharper points. (g) Shows schematics
of the relevant (001)-terminated nuclei shapes for a lattice-matched
film. The (221) orientation actually provides perfect lattice matching
with a short-range coincident site lattice. The (110) nuclei are heavily
mismatched and likely strained during deposition.

slightly more elongated vertically, indicating flatter islands.
A different nuclei orientation prevails at growth temperatures
below ≈300 °C. This can be seen in the pattern in Fig. 1(b)
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showing a superposition of two diffraction patterns from a
mix of (001)- and (110)-oriented nuclei. At intermediate
temperatures, all four orientations of nuclei could be observed
in a single growth.

From the corresponding SEM images in Figs. 1(e) and
1(f), we can see that the PbSe island shape appears to be
governed by the low-energy {100} rocksalt surfaces: (001)-
oriented nuclei are large and have flat (001) tops; while
(221)- and (221̄)-oriented nuclei form opposing triangular
pyramids. (110)-oriented nuclei observed at lower substrate
temperatures form long tent-like structures on the surface
Figs. 1(e)–1(g).

From analogous experiments, we see that PbSe islands also
nucleate with multiple orientations on 2 × 5 Sb-terminated
GaSb surfaces, Ga-terminated GaSb surfaces, and 4 × 2 and
2 × 4 As-terminated surfaces of InAs and GaAs, respectively.
Nevertheless, the highly faceted nature of the PbSe islands
leads to single-orientation films eventually via overgrowth.
With continued deposition (typically 20–40 nm), the (001)-
oriented nuclei outgrow the other orientations due to geo-
metric factors—as seen in Figs. 1(e)–1(g), the low-energy
(001) surface dominates PbSe growth, and the islands with
tilted surfaces grow vertically more slowly. As the misoriented
grains are still truncated on {100} planes, their vertical growth
rate is limited by the angle these faces make with the growth
direction. The coalescence and overgrowth times are affected
by the size and distribution of nuclei, which vary considerably
within a short range of temperatures and can be difficult to
control. This overgrowth is shown by the RHEED patterns
in Fig. S1 [34]; immediately after nucleation, diffraction
from multiple types of grains is visible, but after continued
growth, spots associated with non-(001) grains fade, indicat-
ing a smooth single-orientation surface. Similar overgrowth
of misoriented grains occurs during growth of the IV-VI SnTe
on SrTiO3 [35] where (001) grains are observed to out-grow
(111) grains and eventually produce a single-orientation film.

Our observations of misoriented nuclei at low temperatures
agree with the observations of Huang et al. [21], who grew
(110)-oriented PbSe quantum dots on (001) GaSb via LPE.
Interestingly, LPE is an equilibrium growth technique but only
agrees with the lower-temperature regime we were able to
access via MBE. At higher temperatures, we see cube-on-cube
nuclei that are mixed with {221} nuclei [effectively (110)
nuclei that have tilted over ±19.47° for better lattice match-
ing]. Under no condition do we observe single-orientation
nucleation on bare III-V substrates. These results highlight
the importance of controlling energetic factors beyond lattice-
constant matching for successful epitaxy of dissimilar mate-
rials. PbSe films grown via MBE on untreated (001)-oriented
GaSb, InAs, and GaAs substrates apparently have interfacial
energy penalties so high that they are nearly ambivalent to
nucleation orientation.

III. CONTROLLED PbSe NUCLEATION
VIA SURFACE TREATMENTS

With bare III-V surfaces presenting extremely high in-
terfacial energy penalties and prohibiting single-orientation
nucleation, surface treatments were necessary to convert III-
As surfaces into better templates for PbSe deposition. In this

work, we exposed III-V surfaces to group VI flux and IV-
VI molecular flux at high substrate temperature in order to
alter the chemistry and symmetry of the surface and achieve
single-orientation nucleation. Altering the properties of the
growth surface with a brief flux treatment is not a new concept
in the growth of dissimilar materials. On III-V substrates,
group-V species can be replaced near a film’s surface; for
example, by exposing GaSb to arsenic flux at elevated tem-
peratures, the top monolayers can be converted to GaAs
[36]. In MBE growth of heterovalent ZnSe/GaAs interfaces,
a brief pre-exposure to either selenium or zinc flux changes
the growth mode significantly [37], with zinc pre-exposure
possibly supporting charge neutrality during interface forma-
tion [38]. Growing PbSe on III-V substrates, Huang et al. [21]
hypothesized that selenium could replace antimony near the
substrate surface, and Wang et al. [25] exposed their GaAs
substrates to Te flux during the GaAs oxide desorb before
PbSe growth.

Attempts to treat Sb-terminated GaSb (001) with selenium
or PbSe flux were markedly unsuccessful. The surface would
begin to disorder upon exposure to the flux, as assessed via
RHEED (Fig. S2 [34]). Prolonged exposure continued to
make the RHEED patterns more diffuse until no structure
was visible. These observations, combined with occasional
subinterface defects observed by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) (Fig. S3 [34]), point towards reactions
occurring at the GaSb/PbSe interface, which degrade the
surface and result in low-quality PbSe films. It is worth
noting that antimony and selenium have more disparate
electronegativities than arsenic and selenium, and Sb2Se3 has
a lower formation energy than As2Se3 [39]. This suggests that
Se-Sb interfacial reactions are much more likely.

We find that arsenide surfaces are very receptive to surface
treatments towards single-orientation nucleation. Here, InAs
provides a useful contrast to GaSb by presenting a chemically
different surface on which to nucleate PbSe while retaining a
relatively small lattice mismatch. The bare (001) InAs 4 × 2
reconstruction is shown in Fig. 2, followed by the stages of
surface conversion and film growth. To modify the surface for
PbSe nucleation, the substrate is brought to 400 °C and ex-
posed to 3 × 10−7 Torr PbSe flux for 10–30 s. At this flux and
temperature, PbSe evaporation is faster than deposition, so we
observed no multilayer accumulation of PbSe on the surface.
During this treatment the growth rate is effectively zero. It
appears all unused Se species readily evaporate, and while
some lead possibly re-evaporates, the lower vapor pressure of
lead sometimes caused lead droplets to form on the surface
for long exposures. In the first 5–10 s of PbSe exposure,
the 4 × 2 reconstruction transforms to a well-defined 2 × 1
reconstruction. If PbSe flux is continued, after 2–4 min, the
surface disorders along one axis into an n × 1 reconstruction.
Both the 2 × 1 and the n × 1 reconstructions appear to be
robust below 400 °C—the PbSe flux can be halted and either
reconstruction will persist while the substrate is cooled to
330 °C before PbSe flux is reinitiated to begin growth. The
2 × 1 and n × 1 reconstructions can be produced by identical
methods from both the InAs 4 × 2 and the GaAs 2 × 4
surfaces.

We can now achieve single-orientation (001) nucleation
of PbSe on either the 2 × 1 or the n × 1 treated surface at
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FIG. 2. RHEED patterns showing the evolution of an InAs surface treated with PbSe flux at 400 °C and the subsequent start of PbSe
growth at 330 °C. The initial 4 × 2 surface is replaced with a 2 × 1 reconstruction after 5–10 s, and eventually an n × 1 reconstruction after
2–4 min. Both the 2 × 1 reconstruction and the n × 1 reconstruction suppress formation of off-orientation PbSe grains at high temperatures,
so at the onset of PbSe growth at 330 °C, a streaky 1 × 1 reconstruction is recovered very quickly. Even when the film has not fully coalesced
(see Fig. 5 below), the only 3D diffraction can come from the step edges of otherwise smooth islands.

temperatures greater than ≈310 °C, suppressing all {221}-
oriented nuclei that we saw on untreated surfaces at elevated
nucleation temperature. The (001)-oriented nuclei exhibit a
typical unreconstructed 1 × 1 rocksalt (001) surface during
and after growth. We find the growth mode remains Volmer-
Weber [three-dimensional (3D) islands and coalescence] and
not layer-by-layer, despite this chemical pretreatment. Yet,
this conversion of the arsenide surface is able to control
nucleation orientation and create a single-orientation film with
a sharp interface.

The precise structure of the 2 × 1 and n × 1 reconstruc-
tions is not known to us, but we believe that both selenium
and lead species are present in the most stable case. Others
[40,41] have explored a Se-stabilized 2 × 1 reconstruction on
GaAs substrates, but it is unclear if this is the same 2 × 1
reconstruction we observe on PbSe-treated InAs and GaAs.
Although we have been able to produce a 2 × 1 reconstruction
on InAs using selenium flux only, the process is not as robust
as when using PbSe flux, and attempts to control nucleation
orientation on InAs using only selenium have been incon-
sistent. Very high doses of selenium flux on InAs surfaces
result in RHEED patterns with chevrons, indicating possible
surface reactions and roughening to facets. The presence of
lead species may serve to stabilize the new surface structure
and prevent deeper reactions from occurring.

IV. INTERFACIAL STRUCTURE AND BONDING

Using high-resolution high-angle annular dark-field
(HAADF) STEM, sensitive to atomic number, we have stud-
ied the interface formed when PbSe is grown on a PbSe flux-
treated 2 × 1 (001) InAs surface. Based on two orthogonal

cross-sectional images, we propose a Chain[Pb,As] [42]
structure for the hetero-crystal-structure interface, shown
in Fig. 3. STEM reveals an As-terminated III-V crystal
bonded to a ¼,¼-shifted rocksalt unit cell. Lead atoms
take the place of what would be the next layer of indium
atoms, apparently bonded to the tetrahedrally coordinated
arsenic termination layer. Selenium fills in between the lead
to complete the checkerboard (001) rocksalt surface. Lead
species effectively continue the indium sublattice, creating a
(nominally) continuous cation sublattice across the interface.

The [001] spacing between the top layer of arsenic and
the bottom layer of lead is 2.5 Å, intermediate between the
dPbSe(002) = 3.06 Å, and dInAs(004) = 1.52 Å. Interestingly,
the first few monolayers of PbSe seem slightly distorted,
with selenium species slightly displaced away from the in-
terface. The first layer of the selenium sublattice is 0.5 Å
displaced from the first layer of the lead sublattice, and this
discrepancy fades significantly over the first ∼10 monolayers
until the lead and selenium sublattices begin to line up.
Figure 4 shows this distortion with two adjacent HAADF-
contrast traces across the PbSe/InAs interface.

We hypothesize an interfacial bonding arrangement where
the strong covalent bonds from the substrate, a continuation
of the tetrahedral bonding from the terminating arsenic layer,
extend up to the lead atoms in the first monolayer of IV-VI
rocksalt. Obeying more typical IV-VI bonding, the selenium
sublattice effectively fills in square interstices in the first
monolayer of semitetrahedrally bonded lead. Unlike in bulk
rocksalt material, the first layers in the selenium sublattice are
compressed (see Fig. 4 inset). This is a different distortion
than the alternating rumpling previously seen at PbSe inter-
faces and surfaces [43,44]. We speculate that charge at the
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FIG. 3. Cross sectional HADDF-STEM micrographs of the PbSe/InAs interface: The interface is sharp, with no obvious reactions or
atomic exchange across the interface. A proposed atomic column mapping/structure is overlaid and shown graphically to the right.

heterovalent interface may be responsible for this spatially
varying structural distortion, but more study is required to
locate the excess charge that will depend on the band offset
between PbSe and InAs, which is not yet known.

If the directional Pb-As bond is critical to the Chain[Pb,As]
interface formation, that implies lead is the most impor-
tant species and is likely present in the most stable 2 × 1

FIG. 4. [001] contrast traces (averaged without fitting) across the
HAADF STEM micrograph from Fig. 3 (left). The InAs barbells can
be seen on the right, and the alternating Pb/Se species on the left.
At the interface, the final InAs layers appear slightly stretched, and
the first few monolayers of the selenium sublattice are warped away
from the interface. The vertical grid lines are at a regular interval.

reconstruction prior to film growth. The variability in PbSe
growth on Se-flux treated surface reconstructions may stem
from the need for the surface to rapidly rearrange during the
onset of deposition. Alternately, a different chain or shadow
structure may form on Se-only reconstructed surfaces, but
with a lower energy barrier to misorientation. We are currently
investigating this.

This Chain[Pb,As] structure revealed by STEM is unique
in its own right. Most studies of heteroepitaxial systems
depend on a continuous sublattice of one species. (001)
ErAs/GaAs has a continuous FCC arsenic sublattice [45],
and both (110) and (001) PbTe/CdTe have a continu-
ous tellurium sublattice [43]. The PbSe/InAs system has
no common species between the substrate and film. Un-
like these examples with a continuous, same-atom cation
sublattice, the PbSe/InAs interface has a mixed-species,
continuous-anion sublattice across the interface. Ignoring
the interfacial spacing change, the FCC indium sublattice
in the substrate matches up with the lead FCC sublattice
in the film. As mentioned above, the selenium sublattice in the
film seems to have to work around this well-defined lead
structure. The theoretical work of Tarnow et al. [42] points
to either Shadow[As,As] or Chain[Er,As] as the lowest-
energy arrangement between As-terminated AlAs and ErAs,
or Shadow[As,Al] between Al-terminated AlAs and ErAs. In
experiment, Klenev et al. [45] observed a Chain[As,In/Ga]
structure between InGaAs and ErAs. Although the valency
mismatch is different between this system and our IV-VI/III-
V growth, our observation of Chain[Pb,As] is most simi-
lar to the Chain[Er,As] model, suggesting that the interface
could be a thermodynamically optimal one. Experimentally,
this hypothesis is supported by the high substrate temper-
ature during the surface treatment, which likely provides
sufficient energy for the surface to exit any local minimum
arrangement, preparing for growth of a thermodynamically
optimal interface.
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FIG. 5. Coalescence of PbSe islands on InAs (a)–(d) SEM micrographs of PbSe coalescence geometry: After nucleation on the 2 × 1 InAs
surface, initial elongated islands come together to form a dense network. As this is “filled in” by continued PbSe flux, some gaps remain,
decorating the edges of low-angle grain boundaries. Eventually the film fully coalesces, resulting in a moderately smooth, hole-free surface.
(e-i) Origin and persistence of coalescence defects: (e),(f) ECCI micrographs ({220} conditions) of a coalescing 90-s growth with orientation
contrast highlighting low angle grain boundaries bordered by holes in the film. (g) ECCI micrograph of a fully coalesced film highlighting
the persistence of these slight misorientations, now decorated by threading dislocations. (h),(i) HR-HAADF STEM and DFSTEM of the
PbSe/InAs interface, looking down the [110] zone axis. In ECCI (f), dark lines within grains form a grid of dislocations highly ordered across
[11̄0] but inconsistent across [110]; these misfits are also observed in STEM; and a single misfit from the PbSe/InAs interface is traced with an
incomplete Burgers circuit. We also believe the prominent planar defect in the DFSTEM micrograph is a low angle grain boundary like those
visible in ECCI.

V. PbSe COALESCENCE AND FILM STRUCTURE

In order to examine the continued growth behavior of
single-orientation PbSe towards usable thin films, we trun-
cated growth at different stages of island coalescence and
characterized the structure with standard secondary electron
imaging as well as electron channeling contrast imaging
(ECCI) in SEM. Diffraction-contrast and HAADF STEM
were used to examine defects in coalesced films.

The SEM of partially coalesced samples grown at 330
°C (Fig. 5) reveals the single-orientation (001) PbSe islands
that form on the treated 2 × 1 (001) InAs surface are sig-
nificantly longer in the [110] direction and very shallow in
the [001] (growth) direction. Although they rapidly form
an interconnected network, they are slow to coalesce into
a smooth pinhole-free film. At these growth temperatures,
the sticking coefficient of PbSe on the treated InAs surface
is near unity, with rapid PbSe migration across the surface
enabling the formation of few-monolayer-tall islands (see Fig.
S4 [34] for detail on island height). Figures 5(a)–5(d) shows
the coalescence progression of PbSe films on InAs. After
only ≈1.5 monolayers (ML) of PbSe flux, (001)-oriented
islands begin to elongate in the [110] direction. After 5 ML of
deposition, these islands are fully interconnected, and after 15
ML, there are large regions of flat coalesced film developing.
The remaining gaps in the film coalesce slowly, forming
defects which decorate low-angle grain boundaries in the
coalesced film.

After 5 min (∼15 nm) of growth at 330 °C nucleation
temperature, the films are generally fully coalesced, but the
best results were obtained by subsequently dropping the
temperature by 30–60 °C and continuing growth at a lower
temperature. These two-temperature growths produced the
highest quality fringing in XRD, and produced 80-nm films
with an atomic force microscopy-measured RMS roughness
of 1.8 nm over a 2 × 2 μm area.

The elongation of the initial nuclei shapes is likely inher-
ited from the dimerized 2 × 1 PbSe:InAs surface. As adjacent
islands grow together, they create a grid of dislocations, very
closely spaced in the [11̄0] direction, but more irregular and
spread-out in the [110] direction. Figures 5(e) and 5(f) show
orientation-sensitive ECCI micrographs of the grain structure
of these films during and after coalescence. The resultant
grains are slightly elongated in the [11̄0] direction, and the
dislocation density necessary to define these small grains is
very high.

Figure 5(h) and 5(i) show a more detailed view of one
these boundaries and an array of misfit dislocations. Low-
angle grain boundaries appear inconsistently every few hun-
dred nanometers, while the misfit dislocations are evenly
spread along the interface, remnants of island coalescence.
The Burgers circuit traced in Fig. 5(h) indicates a Burgers
vector of 1

2 [101] or 1
2 [01̄1]; with a line direction of [110],

these dislocations must be sessile, unable to rearrange at
the interface to form an even grid as has been observed at
PbTe/PbSe interfaces [46]. The less-regular [11̄0]-oriented
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FIG. 6. Coalescence of PbSe islands on GaAs. (a) SEM micro-
graph of a coalescing PbSe layer on GaAs. The islands have formed
an interconnected network but have not fully coalesced into a smooth
film. The islands preferentially truncate on {100} planes. (b) ECCI
micrograph of a fully coalesced film. Orientation contrast highlights
the high density and uniformity of low-angle grain boundaries.

dislocations observed in Fig. 5(f) are likely similar and also
locked-in immediately after island coalescence. Although the
primary {100}〈110〉 slip system in PbSe is active even at
low temperatures, dislocations in this system experience no
resolved shear stress from in-plane biaxial strain for (001)-
oriented growth [47], preventing glide of any dislocations to
alleviate film-substrate mismatch.

On InAs, we hypothesized that the holes visible early in
PbSe film growth could be the result of local strain between is-
lands as a result of lattice mismatch, where holes encapsulated
nonzero Burgers circuits. Growth on the chemically similar
but significantly lattice-mismatched (001) GaAs surface gives
us the opportunity to examine this in more detail. (001)
PbSe islands on treated (001) GaAs surfaces favor termi-
nation on {100}-type planes—the low-energy-rocksalt planes
[Fig. 6(a)]—rather than elongating in the [110] direction as
on treated InAs [Fig. 5(a)] or having little lateral order as on
GaSb [Figs. 1(e) and 1(f)]. It appears that connected PbSe
islands on GaAs grow laterally to a characteristic width of

40–50 nm then grow vertically, leaving a notable fraction of
exposed substrate even after significant material deposition.
Compared to an equivalent growth on InAs [Fig. 5(c)], the
coalescence on GaAs (Fig. 6) is extremely slow, suggest-
ing PbSe adatoms may have higher mobility around highly
strained crystals.

Coalesced PbSe films grown on InAs substrates are of
relatively high crystalline quality with sharp interfaces, good
rocking curve widths, and good registry to the substrate
(Fig. 7). The 2θ -ω full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
the PbSe (004) peak is 410 arcsec for an 80-nm film, and for
a thicker ∼320-nm film, a 2θ -ω FWHM of just 181 arcsec
was measured. For the 80-nm film, mosaic twist about the
[001] direction was measured via a {224} ω rocking curve
in skew-symmetric geometry, with an observed FWHM of
457 arcsec. Mosaic tilt in the 80-nm film was measured with
orthogonal (004) ω rocking curves. FWHMs of 185 and 369
arcsec were observed about the [110] and [11̄0] directions,
respectively. This result is on par with μm-thick layers of
PbSe on (001) GaAs, with a rocking curve FWHM of 266
arcsec reported by Wang et al. [25]. Figure 7 also includes
a pole figure, a 360° φ-scan of the {224} peaks of PbSe and
InAs, showing excellent epitaxial registry with no apparent
population of significantly twisted grains. Analysis of ECCI
micrographs [Fig. 5(g)] yields a threading dislocation density
in the mid 109 cm−2.

Coalesced films of PbSe on InAs contain residual strain
resulting from asymmetric relaxation that slightly distorts
the cubic lattice. This residual strain is a combination of
lattice mismatch during growth and thermal mismatch during
cooldown. Measurements of the {224} plane spacing reveals
that the PbSe unit cell at room temperature is 0.02% com-
pressed along the [11̄0] direction and 0.2% stretched along
the [110] direction. We believe this asymmetric relaxation is
due to the asymmetric distribution of dislocations observed in
ECCI during the early stages of growth [Fig. 5(f)], affecting
relaxation both at growth temperature and during cooldown.
Even with a significant difference in the misfit density in

FIG. 7. Crystallinity of PbSe films on InAs: (a) 2θ -ω coupled scan of the (004) peak showing a high-quality interface with distinct thickness
fringes. (b) A 360° φ-scan of the {224} peaks in PbSe and InAs, showing that the nominal epitaxial registration between the film and substrate
is (001) cube-on-cube.
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orthogonal directions, the relaxation of in-plane strain is
hindered by the immobility of PbSe’s primary slip system in
the (001) orientation.

VI. DISCUSSION

Unsurprisingly, the IV-VI rocksalts are not known to grow
layer-by-layer on any non-IV-VI surface. The high interfacial
energy of heteronucleation prevents otherwise low-surface-
energy rocksalt films from wetting the relatively high-energy
surfaces of fluorite [29,48,49], diamond cubic [29,50], cubic
perovskite [35], or zincblende [21,25,26] substrates. Poor
bonding between ionic PbSe and covalent Si has also been
known to prevent growth of high quality layers [29], and weak
bonding between IV-VI films and BaF2 substrates has also
been observed.

The well-controlled PbSe nucleation we have been able to
achieve in this work likely depends on a crucial first layer
structure. We believe we are close to a thermodynamically
stable interface, where the high-temperature PbSe surface
treatment gives this first interfacial layer sufficient time to
anneal into a favorable arrangement. As PbSe readily evapo-
rates at treatment temperatures, it is likely the impingent PbSe
species can only adhere if in an extremely stable low-energy
configuration with relatively strong bonds to the substrate.
Any PbSe that does not have a direct and stable connection
with the top layer of substrate is quickly desorbed. Unfor-
tunately, the associated decrease in the interfacial energy
penalty with this ordering is not severe enough to allow for
layer-by-layer growth, merely oriented Volmer-Weber growth.
That said, the island shape and coalescence behavior of PbSe
on (001) InAs implies significant interaction between the film
and substrate. This interaction is also tunable; the shape of
PbSe islands on the more lattice-mismatched yet chemically
similar (001) GaAs surface is dictated by low-energy IV-VI
facets and inherits no symmetry from the III-V surface they
bond to.

For certain compositions, IV-VI materials such as SnTe and
PbSnSe exhibit a TCI phase with an inverted bandgap. Such a
state is linked to crystal mirror symmetries, so tracking sym-
metry across the heterovalent interface is important for con-
sidering future applications. The 2 × 1 reconstruction appears
to leave behind no residual disorder or partial monolayers
at the interface so the nominal atomic structure we observe
at the IV-VI/III-V interface is a near best-case scenario for
preserving symmetry: one crystal structure simply ends and
the other begins. That said, there are two structural distortions
present near the interface with potentially interesting effects.
The asymmetric strain state resulting from island coalescence
imposes a shear in the (001) plane, which maintains important
mirror symmetries, but still distorts the band structure and has
been predicted [51] to shift but not gap topological states on
the (001) rocksalt surface. The other significant symmetry-
altering perturbation at the interface is the offset between
the Pb and Se sublattices very near the III-V termination.
Serbyn and Fu [51] show that the rhombohedral ferroelectric
distortion (w = 〈110〉) breaks one mirror symmetry and gaps
the topological surface states. If the (w = [001]) distortion we
observe has similar behavior it may gap the states immediately
at the interface, but because this distortion is isolated close to

the heterointerface, it should displace the topological interface
state deeper into the IV-VI film.

The results we discuss in this paper illuminate impor-
tant features of film nucleation and growth in this signifi-
cantly mismatched heteroepitaxial system, highlighting sur-
face chemistry as a defining factor for film nucleation ori-
entation and lattice mismatch as a defining factor for early
nuclei shape and behavior, together building towards effec-
tive IV-VI/III-V heterostructures for infrared and topological
device applications. Future work can explore the chemistry-
dependent nucleation of PbSe on other III-V surfaces, notably
the (111) surface where dislocation glide is possible. Many of
the same kinetic arguments may apply, despite a geometrically
different interface. It may also be possible to control band off-
set if a different surface treatment can produce a different in-
terfacial structure at an (001) interface then the Chain[Pb,As]
structure we observed here. Perfectly abrupt heterovalent
interfaces are thermodynamically unstable; change in growth
conditions might lead to a variability in the degree of atomic
intermixing and impact the band offset and doping in the
film. Further studies on PbSe coalescence behavior have
two promising avenues: reducing the number of coalescence
defects by removing the lattice mismatch altogether using
ternary III-V surfaces or eliminating defects during growth via
thermal cycling in an appropriately oriented film.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL

All PbSe films were grown in a Riber Compact 21T MBE
system utilizing a compound PbSe source. PbSe flux was mea-
sured by a beam flux gauge at approximately 3 × 10−7 Torr
for all growths. GaSb buffer layers utilized a conventional
gallium effusion cell, and a valved cracker cell for antimony.
Selenium surface treatments were also provided with a valved
cracker source operating at 500 °C.

GaSb surfaces were prepared by desorbing the oxide
layer from epiready wafers under antimony flux and growing
150 nm of GaSb to produce an atomically smooth surface.
GaSb substrate surface temperature was measured via offset
from the 2 × 5/1 × 3 surface reconstruction phase transition
of GaSb at a measured antimony flux of 1 × 10−7 Torr. The
temperature offset was measured by thermocouple and was
sometimes inconsistent from sample to sample based on
mounting. Reported temperatures above are closest approx-
imations of the real temperature based on later pyrometry
measurements.

InAs and GaAs substrates were similarly prepared for
growth in a separate MBE chamber, including oxide desorb
and growth of a thin homoepitaxial layer for improved surface
smoothness. Use of two separate MBE systems necessitated
capping prepared substrates with amorphous arsenic to protect
the surface during nonvacuum transfer to the IV-VI sys-
tem. InAs and GaAs surface temperature was measured via
pyrometer.

With our temperature calibrations, growth rate was con-
stant under 340–350 °C, and films did not grow above 360–
370 °C. The best growths were above 325 °C to extinguish
the misoriented grains, but below 345 °C to avoid PbSe
evaporation from the surface and subsequent roughening. The
80-nm thickness samples analyzed in Figs. 3, 4, 5(g)–5(i),
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6(b), and 7 were grown to coalescence at 330 °C and grown
to full thickness at 270 °C.

RHEED patterns were recorded in situ during MBE
growth, utilizing a 15kV incident beam; SEM micrographs
were taken using an FEI Nova Nano 650 SEM in immersion
mode; ECCI micrographs were taken utilizing an FEI Quanta
400 SEM using a high-angle backscatter detector and a 30-
kV incident beam with channeling contrast produced by the
(220) condition; and STEM micrographs were recorded on
an FEI Talos STEM utilizing HAADF and ADF detectors.
All images shown here have only been processed with linear
contrast/brightness adjustments.
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